
British Library sound archive 
http://sounds.bl.uk 

 
Sound Archive is a catalogued management system of 44,500 selected recordings of music, 
spoken word and human and natural environments. 
Its credentials are good as it is the British Library. There is some technical information about the 
format of how recordings have been stored and a possible fix for Mac users which may be useful 
to some users. 
The site is free to browse for anyone searching online to listen to recordings where copyright has 
been obtained, and where copyright is not available, to listen within the BL reading room. The 
user is able to view the tags (keywords) and notes added by other users which are moderated, so 
it is all corroborated material. 
 
Free licences for the site are available to UK higher or further institutions which enables students 
to download recordings, add notes and tags and create a favourites list. 
The tag cloud on the home page shows what people are listening to now. The biggest tags are 
those that the most people are using. You can click a tag to go to associated recordings. In true 
Amazon style, there is the facility to see related clips and leads that other people took after 
listening to a clip. 
Every recording on this website is accompanied by a range of metadata: the item’s descriptive, 
technical and administrative information, including date, place and subject of recording. There is 
also the facility to add any information lacking, again which is monitored. 
Some of the recordings are only short, but others such as poetry readings can be over an hour in 
length. 
Searching for very general terms such as bird song and trumpet turned up 29 and 28 pages 
respectively. However, within the short description one can refine one’s search so there is no 
need to listen to 28 pages of trumpets to decide which I need to use. Refining a search to 
Woodpecker turned up five pages, detailing what kind of woodpecker, if there were other sounds 
included, how long the recording lasted and a description of the woodpecker.  However 
searching for Seamus Heaney turned up nothing, so not everything is covered. 
 
In some areas there are shortcuts to searches, different suggestions for different areas, e.g. 
accents and dialects, and you can search by map, county, or date, but on a search for 
environment the searching suggestions were amphibians, British wildlife or soundscapes, which 
hardly covered the wealth of material available, so was not particularly helpful. 
Stories of Holocaust survivors would prove useful in schools, being backed up by personal 
details adds to the harrowing accounts and cannot fail to leave an impression on students. 
A couple of times when browsing I got lost, such as following the Blog, and clicking on Home 
took me to the BL general site. There was an RSS feed from the blog which would be more 
useful to older students than school children. 
The whole site encourages feedback, in the form of more details or welcoming help on 
accessibility, although much has been done to make the site accessible to all. 
 
A very useful site for HE or FE but perhaps a bit specialised for schools. It would be useful for 
teachers if they could download clips into their lessons, not available to most teachers, but the 
facility to bookmark clips means they could still allow their school age pupils to use it. 
 


